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A semi-implicit finite element method (FEM) is presented for the two-dimension al computer
simulation of solid-liquid ph ase change controlled by natural con v ection and conduction.
The algorithm is based on a combin ation of (1 ) a projection method to uncouple v elocity
calculations from pressure calculations for incompressible fluid flow, (2 ) the backward Euler
and explicit Adams-Bashforth schemes to effecti v ely integrate diffusion and ad v ection in
time, and ( 3) an enth alpy-porosity approach to account for the latent heat effect on a fixed
finite element grid. Credibility of the obtained numerical predictions is in v estigated through computation al model v erification and v alidation procedures. Commonly used
benchm ark problems are employed to v erify the algorithm accuracy and perform ance. The
n atural con v ection of freezing pure water is studied experimentally through the use of
sophisticated full-field acquisition experimental techniques. The measured v elocity and
temperature fields are compared with the pertinent calculations. The range of congruity of
the experimental and numerical results is thoroughly studied, and potenti al reasons of some
disparity in a local structure of the n atural con v ection flow and in the interface sh ape are
discussed.

INTROD UC TION
The cost-effective ness of finite ele ment method s FEM. calculations continue s
to be signific ant in the compute r simulation of couple d fluid flow and he at transfer
proble ms. It is commonly known that the finite difference method is superior in
terms of computer storage and CPU time require ments whe n compared with FEM
analysis. This results from a less sparse form of FEM matrice s, due to the use of
irregular grids and high-orde r polynomial inte rpolations of the unknown field
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NOMENC LATURE
cl
cs
C
C
D
f
Fi
FT
gi
G
h
H
H
K
Kc
K ch
Kd
K dT
L
Mp
M
Nk
NP
NPg
NV
p
p
Pl
Pr
R
Ra
Re
Sv i
t

specific he at of liquid
specific he at of solid
porosity constant
heat capacity m atrix
dive rgence matrix
volumetric liquid fraction
right-hand side of momentum
equation
right-hand side of energy e quation
component of gravity ve ctor
gradie nt m atrix
convective heat transfer coe fficient
specific total e nthalpy
vector of nodal values of enthalpy
conductivity of mixture
adve ction matrix
convection matrix
diffusion matrix
conduction m atrix
latent he at
shape function for ge ome try
mass m atrix
shape function for velocity and
temperature
number of pressure nodes in e lement
number of geometric nodes in e lement
number of ve locity nodes in e lement
motion pressure
vector of nodal values of pressure
shape function for pressure
Prandtl number
re siduum of partial differential
equation
Rayleigh number
Re ynolds number
additional source term
time

T
T
vi
vi b
vi
W
xi

G

q

D t
z i

F

m
r

C
V

temperature
vector of nodal value s of temperature
velocity ve ctor component
give n ve locity on boundary
vector of nodal value s of ve locity
component
we ighting function
global coordinate
domain boundary
time step
local coordinate
kinematic viscosity
dynamic viscosity
density
Lagrange multiplier of projection
me thod
stre am function
volume of analyzed domain

Su bscripts
b
c
env
h
i, j
k, l, p
l
re f
s

G
V

boundary value
cold wall
pertinent to e nvironment
hot wall
coordinate direction
local node number in e lement
pertinent to liquid
reference state
pertinent to solid
pertinent to boundary G
pertinent to domain V

Su perscripts
m
n

curre nt iteration
curre nt time step

prope rty. But it also comes from the applic ation of simultane ous solution algorithms, whe re a whole set of continuity, Navie r-Stokes, and e nergy equations is
solve d concurrently, as commonly used in the e arly FEM analysis of incompressible
fluid flows s e .g., w 1, 2x .. Therefore, ove r the last de cade, atte mpts have be e n made
to improve the computational e fficie ncy of FEM simulation of fie ld the ory prob-
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lems through the use of various sophisticate d acceleration te chnique s. Most of
these technique s take the ir origin from the finite difference methods, specifically,
the following.
v

v

v

Approxim ate solution to the Navie r-Stoke s equations for an incompressible
fluid can be found by the use of the projection method w 3, 4x , whe re ve locity
is uncouple d from pressure. The keyword he re is ``sequential,’ ’ which
me ans first ve locity is solve d and the n pressure, rather than simultane ously
solving the couple d set of e quations.
A semi-implicit time m arching scheme can be applie d whe re viscous r diffusion terms are tre ate d implicity, whe re as adve ction te rms are treated
e xplicitly w 4 ] 6 x . The main attribute of this approach is that it allows
replacement of a set of the couple d fluid flow and he at transfer equations
by seve ral smalle r symmetric line ar syste ms where e ffective alge braic
solve rs can be used s e.g., w 7 x ..
In numerical modeling of solid-liquid phase change transition, the e nergy
conservation can be analyze d via an e nthalpy approach on a fixe d grid
w 8 ] 11 x . With a correctly de fine d e nthalpy-te mpe rature re lation, the full
e ffect of the latent he at can be accurate ly mode le d without the nee d to
know an e xact position of the phase inte rface. And thus a cumbersome
front tracking algorithm is avoide d.

In this pape r the FEM mode l, base d on the combination of all afore mentioned te chnique s, is presente d for couple d fluid flow and he at transfer with
solid-liquid phase change phenomena occurring in a one -component or a binary
syste m.
It is well e stablishe d that an efficient computer simulation can, in many
e ngine ering proble ms, be a reasonable alte rnative to the laborious and often
prohibitive ly e xpe nsive laboratory testing of a new product. But first the credibility
of these numerical predictions must be prove d. This consists of two processes: code
ve rification and validation. Much e ffort has bee n gene rally focused on accuracy of
numerical mode ls. This verification procedure is base d on grid refinement studie s
and comparison with othe r available solutions of some be nchmark proble ms.
Although such a study is obviously ne cessary, this by itse lf is not sufficient to
e stablish confide nce in the numerically obtaine d predictions. Inde ed, for e ngine e rs
and scientists, nature is the final jury. This me ans that the degree to which
ine vitable simplifications of physic al and m athematical mode ls refle ct re ality should
be establishe d. This code validation procedure is carried out by exte nsive ly comparing numerical results with trustworthy de tailed e xpe rimental me asure ments. Both
these issue s are addre ssed in this paper in the conte xt of the presente d FEM model
and its algorithm. Commonly used be nchmark proble ms are solve d to ve rify the
algorithm accuracy and performance . Next, natural conve ction in pure and free zing
water is studied e xpe rimentally, through the use of sophisticate d full-field acquisition e xpe rimental technique s. The me asured velocity and temperature fields are
compared with the pe rtine nt calculations in the code validation analysis. The pape r
conclude s with a discussion of the scope of congruity and potential reasons for
some disparity betwee n the calculate d results and e xpe rimental findings.
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MATHEMATIC AL MOD EL AND NUMER ICAL ALGORITHM
Under the assumptions that the fluid is incompressible and Newtonian and
the flow is laminar, the transport of mass, momentum, and e nergy is gove rned by
the following set of partial diffe rential e quations s PDEs.:

- vi
- xi
r

- vi
- t

q r vj

- vi
- xj

-

s

- xj

- s r H.
- t

s0

t /
- vi

m

q vj

- xj

- s r H.
- xj

q gi s r y r

s

- xj
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- xi

q Sv
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t /
K
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- xj

The buoyancy forces gi s r y r re f . are define d relative to some reference state r re f .
This me ans that p is the so-calle d motion pressure w 12 x . To account for the late nt
he at e ffect in the phase change , occurring over a finite range of te mperatures or at
a fixe d te mperature, the gene ral e nthalpy method of Swaminathan and V oller w 11 x
is adopte d.
The total e nthalpy

r H s s 1 y f . r s Hs q f r l H l

s 2.

is give n by the weighte d sum of sensible enthalpie s of the solid and liquid phase s
and the latent he at effect L, whe re
Hs s

H

T

Hl s

H

T

Tr ef

c s s T . dT

s 3.
Tr ef

c l s T . dT q L

The theory of mixture s is used to define the the rmophysical prope rties in a
two-phase region through a volume tric liquid fraction f, whe re 0 ( f ( 1. This
give s

r s s 1 y f .r

s

qfr

l

s 4.

K s s 1 y f . K s q fK l
This region, calle d a mushy zone , is treate d as a porous medium w 10, 11x . In this
e nthalpy-porosity mode l an additional source te rm S v i appe ars in the momentum
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e quation, whe re

s 1 y f.

Sv i s y C

f3

2

s 5.

vi

This mimics the Carman-Kozeny model of flow and thus, gradually, reduces
ve locity in the solidifying zone w 10x .
To obtain a discrete form of E qs. s 1 ., two consecutive discretization steps are
carrie d out. First, the FEM spatial discretization, de fine d by the pie cewise interpolations of the domain geometry and field unknowns, is use d:
xi s z . s Mp s z . xi p

p s 1, 2 , . . . , NPg

v i s x, t . s Nk s x. v i k s t .

s 6.

T s x, t . s Nk s x. Tk s t .

k s 1, 2 , . . . , NV

p s x, t . s Pl s x. p l s t .

l s 1, 2 , . . . , NP

along with the weighte d residual approach w 13 x . The global e rror minimization
technique is used where the residual R V and R G of the PDE and pe rtine nt
boundary conditions are weighted within a whole domain V and its boundary G
through weighting functions Wk , define d in a local element basis:

HWR
k

V

V

dV

y

HW R
G

k

G

dG s 0

s 7.

This le ads to a set of ordinary differential equations in the semidiscre te FEM
model, which in a commonly used matrix notation has the form
D? v s 0
M?

d vi
dt

q w K c s v . q K d x ? vi s y G ? p q Fi
C?

dH
dt

i s 1, 2, 3

s 8.

q K ch s v . ? H q K dT ? T s F T

Polynomials Nk and Pl are of the same order in the e qual-orde r inte rpolation and
are of different orde rs in the none qual one w 13 x . In the Gale rkin method, applie d in
the presented mode l, the weighting functions Wk coincide with the pe rtine nt
inte rpolation polynomials. M, C, K c , K ch , K d , K dT , G, and D are the mass, he at
capacity, adve ction, conve ction, diffusion, conduction, pre ssure gradie nt, and dive rgence matrices, respective ly. Here, vi , p, H, T, and Fi , FT stand for vectors of nodal
unknowns and the right-hand side s of the momentum and ene rgy equations,
respe ctive ly.
The second discretization step is inte gration of Eq. s 8 . in time by use of time
marching finite diffe rence schemes to obtain a set of alge braic e quations for a fully
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discrete FEM model:
D ? v n q1 s 0
M?

vin q1 y vin

D t

q K d ? v 1n q1

s Fi y G ? p n q1 y
C?

H n q1 y H n

t

3
2

K cs v n. ? v n y

1
2

/

K c s v ny 1. ? v ny 1

s 9.

q K dT ? T n q1

D t
s FT y

t

3
2

K ch s v n . ? H n y

1
2

/

K ch s v n y 1 . ? H n y 1

Pressure, which is an inhe rently implicit variable in an incompressible fluid
model, must be tre ated implicitly. So the continuity equation has to be treate d as
such. We would be happy to exte nd this tre atment to all othe r te rms of the
momentum and e nergy e quations. Unfortunate ly, this approach cre ates the nee d
for simultane ous solution of the whole set of fully couple d e quations. In practice,
this is prohibitive ly expe nsive and time consuming. Therefore we have used the
semi-implicit approach where the diffusion te rms are tre ate d by the fully implicit
Eule r scheme, whe reas the convective te rms are calculated at two previous time
steps in the e xplicit Adams-Bashforth method.
Furthe r reduction of CPU time can be obtaine d by setting up an algorithm ,
whe re velocity calculations are uncouple d from pressure one s. In the pre sented
code the projection methods w 4 x are adopte d whe re at e ach time step calculations
are performed in the following three-step cycle.
For a give n initial kine matic pressure and dive rgence-free ve locity fields,
1. Solve the momentum e quation

- vÄ in q1
- t

q v jn

- vÄ in q1
- xj

s

- xj

t
q

- vÄ in q1
- xj

/ t /
y ap

1 - pn

r

- xi

q

1

r

S v i s 10 .

with vÄ i s v i b on G , where a p s 0 in the Proje ction 1 method and a p s 1
whe n Projection 2 is used w 4 x to obtain the intermediate velocity fie ld s not
the sole noidal one ..
2. Proje ct this velocity ve ctor onto the subspace of a dive rgence-free vector
fie ld. This le ads to the Poisson equation for the projection Lagrange
multiplie r F w 4 x :

- xi

t /
- F

- xi

s

- vÄ i

- F

- xi

- n

s 0 on G
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and to the correction of the intermediate velocity in accordance with

v in

q1

- F

s vÄ in q1 y

s 11 .

- xi

3. Finally, the kine matic pressure is updated:

s p n q1 r r . s

F
D t

rr . s s p n r r . q

q1

s pn

2

D t

F

s 12 .

in Proje ction 1 or Proje ction 2, respectively.
Thus the projection cycle is completed.
The FEM counterpart of this algorithm has the following matrix form:

M?

vÄ in q1 y vin

D t

q K d ? vÄ in

s Fi y a p G ? p n y

t

q1

3
2

K cs v n. ? v n y

1
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G T My 1 G ? F

s y G T ? vÄ in q1

v n q1 s vÄ in

y My 1 G ? F

p n q1 r r s

F
D t

q1
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p n q1 r r s p n r r

/

K c s v ny 1. ? v ny 1

5

s step 1 .

s step 2 .

q

2

D t

F

s 13 .

s step 3 .

The ene rgy e quation is nonline ar due to tempe rature de pendence of both the
total enthalpy and thermophysical prope rties in the mushy zone . Therefore, following Swaminathan and V oller w 11 x , an ite rative proce ss is constructed at e ach time
step, whe re
1. Using the previous approxim ation of temperature, m atrice s K dT s T m . and
C s T m . are calculate d.
2. The unknown current ite ration of the total e nthalpy is replaced by its
Taylor se rie s e xpansion:

Hkm

q1

s Hkm q

t /
dHk
dT

s Tkm
m

q1

y Tkm .

Tkm s H y 1 s Hkm .

s 14 .
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to give the line arize d e nergy equation
K dT s T m . q

s

1

D t

1

D t

Cs T m . ?

Cs T m . ?

q FT y

t

t /
dH
dT

? Tm
m

Hn y Hm q
3
2

q1

t /

K ch s v n . ? H n y

dH
dT
1
2

? Tm
m

/

K ch s v n y 1 . ? H n y 1

s 15 .

It solution give s a new evaluation of temperature, which is ne xt used to
update e nthalpy through Eq. s 14 ..
3. The proce ss is repe ate d until a relative diffe rence between two consecutive
ite rations of the total enthalpy are le ss than a give n tole rance ; i.e .,
m axv abs w s Him q1 y Him . r Him x 4 - 10 y 4 .

MOD EL VERIFICATION
To check the fluid mechanics part of the algorithm, the proble m of recirculating flow in a closed square cavity, cause d by the uppe r lid move ment at constant
ve locity U, is calculate d using the Proje ction 1 algorithm. This commonly used
be nchmark is analyze d on two diffe rent finite element grids for various Reynolds
numbe rs, Re s UL c r q , where L c is the height of the cavity. First, a nonuniform
grid of biline ar elements s 30 = 30 for Re s 100 or 1000 and 50 = 50 for Re s 5000 .
is taken, where both ve locity and pressure are approxim ated by biline ar Lagrange
polynomials. Next, we analyze a nonuniform grid of biquadratic elements s 15 = 15
for Re s 100 or 1000 and 25 = 25 for Re s 5000 ., where the velocity field is
inte rpolated by biquadratic Lagrange polynomials, where as the pressure fie ld, only
by biline ar ones. The results obtaine d are give n in Figure 1 in te rms of streamline s
and pressure contours s a refere nce point at the middle of the bottom wall . at
chosen e arly times of the process and at the final steady state . The dime nsionle ss
time used in Figure 1 is calculate d as t s Ut r L c s s q Re . t r L2c . Both discretization
case s are almost graphically undistinguishe d. Transient and steady state solutions
are in good agre ement with the results reporte d by others w 5, 6, 14x . Inde ed, the
ve locity and pressure predictions for Re s 100 at dime nsionle ss time t s 5.0 are
ve ry close to those obtaine d through the use of an e qual-orde r FEM interpolation
on a triangular grid along with explicit Euler calculations of an inte rmediate
ve locity and implicit scheme for final ve locity and pre ssure fields w 5x . Ste ady state
ve locity profile s along vertical and horizontal centerlines and e xtre ma of the
stream function of the primary vorte x are also in good agre ement with those give n
in Refs. w 6, 14 x s see Figure 2 and Table 1 .. More over, Figure 1 shows that no
spurious pre ssure mode is obse rved. Therefore one can conclude that the seve re
restrictions of Babuska Brezzi stability criteria w 13 x can be sidesteppe d in this
algorithm, where the pressure gradie nt is completely discarde d in the computation
of the inte rmediate ve locity fie ld.
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Figure 1. Lid-driven cavity problem: stre amlines and pressure contours for various Re
at e arly times of the process and at ste ady state.

To verify the algorithm in the case of a couple d fluid flow and he at transfer
proble m, the laminar natural conve ction in a square enclosure is solve d for various
Rayle igh numbers s R a. with Prandtl numbe r Pr s 1.0 and with the assumption
that the Boussinesq approxim ation w 12x is valid. The lowe r and uppe r walls are
conside red adiabatic, whe reas the ve rtical walls are ke pt at uniform but diffe rent
tempe ratures. The le ft hot wall is at TÄ h s 0.5, and the right cold one is at
TÄ c s y 0.5, whe re TÄ is dime nsionle ss temperature de fined as TÄ s s T y D Tav . r
s T h y Tc . with D Tav s s T h q Tc . r 2. The domain is cove re d with an irregular grid
s denser ne ar the walls . of 40 = 40 biline ar elements. The obtaine d steady state
flow patte rn, pressure, and dimensionle ss temperature fields are presente d in
Figure 3. They are in good agree ment with calculations publishe d e lse where s e.g.,
w 6 x ..
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Figu re 2. Profiles of dimensionless horizontal and ve rtical velocities
along centerlines of the cavity.

CODE VALIDATION ANALYSIS
To find out how close ly the real proble m is represente d by the physic al model
s incompre ssibility assumption, the method of modeling phase change and buoyancy
e ffects . and by its computer simulation, natural conve ction in freezing wate r in a
differentially he ate d cube-shape d e nclosure is studied expe rimentally. The empirical results are the n compare d with calculations.
Two opposite vertical walls, m ade of black anodize d metal, are ke pt at
uniform but diffe rent temperatures. The hot wall is at 10 8 C, whe reas the cold one
is at 0 8 C in the case of natural conve ction and at y 108 C when wate r solidification
drive n by conve ction and conduction is studied. The remaining four walls, made of
6 mm Ple xiglas, are conside red as the rmal insulators of low conductivity and
thermal diffusivity comparable to that of wate r.

Table 1. Extrema of the primary vortex stre am function

Present me thod
Ramaswamy
e t al. w 5, 6 x
Ghia et al. w 14 x

Re s 10 2

Re s 10 3

Re s 5 = 10 3

y 0.103
y 0.103

y 0.119
y 0.118

y 0.119
y 0.117

y 0.013

y 0.118

y 0.119
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Figu re 3. Stre amlines, pressure contours, and isotherms for steady state natural
conve ction in a square cavity.

Wate r is a fluid that does not obe y the Boussine sq approxim ation, for its
de nsity ne ar 4 8 C is a nonline ar function of tempe rature s Figure 4 a.. Moreover, the
water de nsity anom aly, with its maximum at 4 8 C, cre ates a complex flow patte rn
that contains two different circulation regions, one of clockwise and the second of
counterclockwise circulation s Figure 4 b .. Fortunate ly, the assumption of incompressibility can be accepte d here, as the density change of water is negligible
s - 0.03% . in the analyze d te mperature range s 0 8 ] 10 8 C.. This me ans that the
prese nte d FEM algorithm , valid only for an incompressible fluid, can be applie d.
Two different cases of thermal boundary conditions are inve stigated s Figure
4 c .. In the first, the domain of inte rest is restricted to the interior of the cavity,
whe re natural conve ction and free zing of wate r are analyze d under the assumption
that the horizontal walls are adiabatic. In the se cond case, a conjugate he at
transfer model is conside re d: natural convection and phase change of water are
calculate d simultane ously with he at conduction in the Ple xiglas walls and the
conve ctive boundary conditions shown in Figure 4 c.
The complex local flow structure ne cessitate s applic ation of sophistic ated
full-fie ld acquisition e xpe rimental technique s to get local transie nt velocity and
tempe rature fields, e xact and reliable e nough to be a refe rence standard in
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Figu re 4. Problem specification for natural convection of freezing water.

comparison with numerical results. The method applie d in the e xpe rimental study
is based on the use of a the rmochromic liquid crystal s TLC. suspende d in water as
seeding. Digital particle image ve locimetry s PIV . combine d with digital color
analysis allows simultane ous measurement of two-dimensional ve locity and tempe rature fie lds w 15, 16 x .
A sketch of the expe rimental apparatus is shown in Figure 5. The flow fie ld in
the analyze d cavity filled with distille d water is illuminate d by a 2 mm thick shee t
of white light from a specially constructed haloge n lamp, and obse rve d in the
pe rpe ndicular direction. The 24-bit color image s s of 768 = 564 pixe ls . from a
digital color camera are acquired using a Pe ntium computer. A syste m of three
stepping motors, controlle d by the computer, allows the acquisition of image s at
several horizontal and vertical cross sections. Thus a three -dimensional analysis of
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Figu re 5. Te st app aratus and expe rimental procedure.

the whole flow domain can be carried out. Thermostats control the temperature of
the isothe rmal walls.
To obtain the velocity field, color image s of liquid-crystal tracers are transformed into black-and-white intensity image s. A pair of such im age s taken at the
give n time interval is cross correlated s using fast Fourie r transform s FFT.. to ge t
local displacements. After dividing them by the time interval, the local velocity is
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obtaine d in the two-dimensional plane s Figure 5 .. Temperature visualization is
based on the property of some liquid-crystal mate rials to reflect de finite colors at
specific tempe ratures and vie wing angle . The color change for the TLC range s
from clear at ambient temperature, through red as temperature incre ase s, and the n
to yellow, gre en, blue , and finally, clear again at the highe st te mperature. Tempe rature me asure ment is base d on a digital color analysis of RGB red-gree n-blue
image s of the TLCs seede d flow fie ld. Incoming RGB signals are transformed pixe l
by pixe l into hue, saturation, and inte nsity. Temperature is then de te rmined by
relating the hue to te mperature through the calibration curve s Figure 5 .. More
de tails about expe rimental arrangements and procedure can be found in Refs.
w 15, 16 x .

Natural Convection of Pure Water
First, we consider the proble m of natural conve ction s without phase change .
in the cavity filled with pure water at an initial temperature of 10 8 C. A sudden drop
of temperature of one of the late ral wall to 0 8 C causes buoyancy forces to arise .
The horizontal walls are considered adiabatic s Figure 4, case 1.. The results
obtaine d on a regular 40 = 40 biline ar equal-orde r finite e le ment grid are give n in
Figure 6, in terms of te mporal flow pattern and te mperature fie ld at various times
of the proce ss. Regular thermal conve ction, characterized by a large clockwise
circulation, is initiate d whe n cooling of the cold wall starts. After a short time
s about 100 s., the second, counte rclockwise circulation becomes visible in the
lowe r, cold corner. Because of the density anomaly, the cold fluid in this corner
move s up along the cold wall. Its interaction with the hot liquid in an upper part of

Figure 6. Natural convection of pure water in e nclosure with adiabatic
horizontal walls.
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the cavity reverses buoyancy forces and redire cts the flow back to the bottom and
to the cold wall. This circulation, initially limited to the small region, grows in time,
pe ne trating de e pe r and de epe r and into the cavity cente r. Within a few minutes, it
pushes the main, clockwise conve ction back to the hot wall region. After about 20
min of competing e ffects of positive and negative buoyancy forces, a ste ady state is
obtaine d. This is characterized by a relative ly large regular flow circulation,
transporting hot liquid from the le ft wall up to the top, and the second smalle r
counterclockwise circulation, filling approxim ate ly one -fifth of the cavity s Figure 6 ..
The assumption made in the calculations that lower and uppe r Ple xiglas walls
are adiabatic is not ve ry precise. In the experimental arrange ment, the se walls are
not perfectly the rmally insulate d. Also he at fluxe s along relative ly thick walls
cannot be completely neglected. To include more re alistic boundary conditions into
the pre sented computer simulation code , the numerical model has be en further
de ve loped to simultane ously calculate both natural conve ction in water and conduction in the Ple xiglas walls. The results of this conjugate he at transfer analysis
are de picte d in Figure 7. Comparison of the thus obtaine d flow patte rn to that
give n in Figure 6 shows the significant influence of thermal boundary conditions on
the ve locity and te mperature fie lds in the cavity. It is see n that from the be ginning
of the process the counte rclockwise vortex in Figure 7 is smalle r than the one
prese nte d in Figure 6. Its shape is also closer to the one observe d in the
e xpe riment s Figure 8..
This obse rvation is confirmed in detail by studying the local vertical ve locity
distribution along the dime nsionle ss X coordinate , whe re X s x r L c and L c is the
cavity width equal to 0.038 m. The ste ady state distribution of this velocity is shown

Figure 7. Natural conve ction of pure water in enclosure with conduction
through horizontal walls.
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Figu re 8. E xperime ntal and calculated velocity fields for steady state natural
conve ction of water.

in Figure 9 in three selected horizontal cross sections of the e nclosure for both
case s of thermal boundary conditions. The ve locity obtaine d upon the assumption
that the horizontal walls of the cavity are adiabatic is visibly diffe rent from the
e xpe rimental findings, particularly in the central cross section of the analyze d
domain. On the othe r hand, very good agre e ment be twee n me asurements and
calculations is obtaine d in the case of the conjugate he at transfer analysis s case 2 ..
This le nds strong support to the mode ling of the process as a conjugate circumstance.

Natural Convection in Freezing Water
Next, the more challe nging proble m of natural conve ction in freezing water is
analyze d. V e locity and te mperature fields of the above -discussed final steady state
conve ction in pure wate r are used as initial conditions. Numerical results are give n
in Figure s 10 and 11. Sudden change of te mperature of the late ral cold wall from
0 8 C to y 10 8 C causes ice creation ne ar this wall and shifts two compe ting vortices
toward the hot late ral wall. The cold counterclockwise circulation at the lowe r
corner is crucial for the shape of the growing ice front, insulating its surface from
the hot fluid. Therefore the initially almost plane surface of the ice deforms in
time, growing faster in its lower part. As the ice laye r expands, the flow dom ain
change s in time. Hence both competing vortice s vary in shape , and their centers
move toward the hot late ral wall.
Stre amline s, tempe rature fie ld, and water r ice temporal front position s a
curve whe re the total enthalpy is equal to half of the fusion one , and f s 0.5 . at
various times of the solidification process are give n in Figure 10 for the case of
adiabatic horizontal walls s case 1 in Figure 4 .. The corresponding results of the
conjugate he at transfer model s case 2 in Figure 4 ., whe re conve ction with a
liquid-solid phase change in the cavity and conduction in the Ple xiglas walls are
calculate d simultane ously, are de picted in Figure 11. In the latte r case the
counterclockwise vorte x is smalle r, and the shape of the ice is diffe rent. This me ans
that in the case of water solidification the impact of e ve n minor change s of the rmal
boundary conditions is more significant than in the previously analyze d conve ction
without phase change.
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Figure 9. Comparison of e xperime ntal and numerical results for steady state local vertical ve locity.

The conjugate he at transfer mode l give s results that are closer to those
registe red by PIV and digital particle image the rmometry s DPIT. technique s. This
is further confirmed in Figure s 12 and 13. The local ve rtical ve locity and the ice
shape , calculate d for both case s of the thermal boundary conditions, are compared
there with the pe rtine nt e xpe rimental findings at an e arly time of the process s afte r
500 s. and at ste ady state s afte r 3000 s..
The conjugate he at transfer calculations give the flow structure that is
optically ve ry similar to the one from the experiment s Figure 14 .. However, more
de taile d comparative analysis, give n in Figures 12 and 13, reve als that some
incongruity in the temporal ice shapes and local ve locitie s still occurs, particularly
in a central part of the cavity.
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Figure 10. W ate r solidification controlled by convection and conduction for case 1: adiabatic horizontal walls.

Figure 11. W ate r solidification controlled by convection and conduction for case 2: conjugate heat transfer model.
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Figure 12. Local vertical velocity comparisons: calculations versus e xperime ntal re sults.
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Figure 13. Ice r water temporal front position: calculations versus e xperimental results.

D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUD ING REMARKS
O ne of the possible re asons for this visible but not significant disparity
be twee n measurements and calculations might be the effect of wate r supercooling.
This is an obse rved effect in the e xpe riment but is not included in the numerical
model. To elucidate the proble m, expe rimental results are shown in Figure 15 at
the onse t of water free zing. A sudde n drop of the lateral wall te mperature s to
Tc s y 108 C. immediately gene rates a counterclockwise vortex with upward conve ction of the supercoole d fluid. After the first 40 ] 60 s, the supercoole d water
plume may eve n cover half the upper surface. The te mperature of wate r drops
be low y 7 8 C, but, afte r about 240 s, sudden free zing of the supe rcooled water
occurs. Then, within the next 10 ] 15 s, the clockwise convection melts the e xce ssive
ice at the lid and recove rs the regular plane propagation of the ice front. This
e ffect retards the solidific ation process, significantly changing the flow patte rn in
the cavity at e arly times in the process. This effect can alte r the front propagation
at longe r times. Therefore some numerical modeling of a nucle ation de lay time
seems necessary.
More ove r, when water freezes in a small cavity, high sensitivity of flow
structure and thus of the te mperature field, to the rmophysical properties and
boundary conditions is observe d. This me ans that calculations can be significantly
de pe ndent on such e ffects as: s 1 . inaccuracy of available the rmophysical data and
conve ctive he at transfer coefficie nt, s 2. nonhomoge ne ity and laye ring of a solid
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Figure 14. Experimental results versus conjugate heat transfer calculations for water solidification driven by convection and conduction.

structure, s 3. nonide al the rmal contact be twee n ice and cold walls, s 4 . the rmal
boundary laye r at the phase inte rface, and s 5 . nonuniform tempe rature of ``isothe rmal’ ’ walls.
Some diffe rences be twee n numerical results and expe rimental data can be
also e xplaine d by the limitation of computational analysis to two-dimensional
geometry s in the e xpe riment, some side wall e ffects are obse rved. as well as by
some freedom of definition of mushy region prope rties in the e nthalpy-porosity
approach. Howeve r, the results of calculations give n in Figure 16, in terms of the
streamlines and de tails of the local ve rtical ve locity and of the water r ice inte rface
position, show that the value of the porosity constant C is of rathe r minor
signific ance in the case of isothermally solidifying wate r.
Therefore one can conclude that whe n a de tailed code validation analysis is
carrie d out, by comparing calculate d temporal and local variable s with their
e xpe rimental counte rparts, a crucial proble m emerge s: the authenticity of m aterial
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Figu re 15. Observed effect of water supercooling by the PIV technique.

data and of boundary and initial conditions, i.e., consistency between the real and
the ide alize d.
The conventional FEM formulation for the incompressible Navie r-Stokes
e quations, te rmed by Gresho w 4 x the ``honest GFEM,’ ’ is base d on implicit schemes
applie d to fully couple d continuity and momentum equations discretized in space
via mixed FEM inte rpolations w 1, 2x . This approach, whe re the whole set of fluid
mechanics equations must be treate d simultaneously, requires the solution of a
ve ry large nonsym metric matrix system by dire ct solve rs. Thus it de mands a
substantial amount of computer storage and CPU time, eve n whe n specialize d
sparse matrix solve rs are employe d. Therefore explicit and se mi-explicit time split
algorithms have bee n borrowe d from the finite difference approach, and they have
be e n further de velope d in the FEM conte xt to retain all flexibility of the FEM
discretization w 4 ] 6 x . It is prove d that the explicit tre atment of the adve ction and the
seque ntial solving algorithm, whe re a single large couple d syste m of e quations for
ve locity compone nts and pressure is replace d by seve ral smalle r, symmetric line ar
syste ms solve d seque ntially, provide s conside rable savings of computer storage and
computation times s e.g., w 4 ] 6 x .. The focus of this pape r is on the exte nsion of the
semi-implicit proje ction method w 4 x through the combination of this solving te chnique with the enthalpy-porosity model on a fixe d grid. Thus a computationally
e fficie nt and robust tool is obtaine d for FEM analysis of solid-liquid phase change
phenomena drive n by conve ction and conduction. The accuracy of the model
de ve loped has be en ve rifie d by solving two commonly used be nchmark proble ms,
mainly in orde r to check whether low e qual-orde r FEM grids used along with the
projection method do not produce spurious pre ssure mode s. The results obtaine d
for the lid-drive n cavity flow and for the Boussinesq natural convection in a square
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Figu re 16. Influence of porosity constant C on calculated flow structure, local vertical velocity, and
shape of the interface.

e nclosure show that the severe restrictions of the Babuska-Bre zzi stability condition can be side steppe d in the presente d algorithm. Therefore this computational
technique has be en further use d to solve the more challe nging proble m of natural
conve ction of freezing water. To provide a detaile d analysis of the mode l validation, we have performed our own e xpe rimental study to create a new reference
standard. Base d on up-to-date sophisticate d full-field acquisition te chnique s, we
have acquire d data for temporal and local ve locity and temperature fie lds both for
natural convection of pure wate r in the te mperature range including the de nsity
anom aly point and for pure wate r freezing in a cavity. Comparisons be twee n thus
obtaine d expe rimental findings and the calculations reve al that a computationally
e fficie nt low-orde r FEM model based on a combination of the projection method
and the enthalpy-porosity approach provide s results that are in ve ry good agre e ment with the measurements in the case of pure natural conve ction of water.
More over, in the case of water solidification, the calculated local ve locity and
tempe rature fie lds are close to those from the PIV and DPIV te chnique s, indicting
the validity and accuracy of the prese nte d model and its numerical scheme. Furthe r
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improve ment of the congruity of me asure d and calculate d results is possible
through more precise modeling of real initial and boundary conditions.
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